
Versatile and eye-catching:

StarLine – the product family
for caravans and motorhomes!



The StarLine range of aluminium posts offers a complete

choice of outstanding solutions. As always, Kesseböhmer de-

signers set a high priority on important functional details and an

elegant design. Light weight, high stability and a high-end design

– these are features of the whole StarLine product family.

The unique clamping system (patent pending) gives the StarLine

table outstanding stability. The easy rotating action of the

clamping handle is extremely user-friendly. The handle flips

down, out of the way of people’s legs, when not in use.

KESSEBÖHMER STARLINE

Ultra-easy to use: spring-assisted 
lifting and lowering

Maximum tabletop size 
800 x 1000 mm

Designer aluminium profile

Patented* clamping system: 
reduced force required for clamping, 

plus outstanding stability

Sliding tabletop with 
two slide zones

Clamping handle: ergonomically shaped,
pleasant to touch, easy to reach

Maximum legroom: clamping handle 
flips down out of the way

StarLine: Developed 
specifically for caravans
and motorhomes.

*Patent pending
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How the StarLine
clamp works

[1] Table position: handle flipped down
against the post to maximise legroom

[2] Operation: rotate the handle forwards 
to activate the raise/lower function

[3] Unclamp: push handle to left

[4] Clamp: pull handle back to centre

As standard, the slide function also 
allows the tabletop to be turned by 90°.

STARLINE TECHNOLOGY



STARLINE TECHNOLOGY

553 (SF 250/250)

650 (SF 330/250)

523

120 120

184 184

StarLine sliding tabletop fitting 250/250 mm
(330/250 mm) – the sliding fitting (SF) can be 
rotated by 90° as standard.

Fixed tabletop connection 
for the StarLine HPK and HPG

Small footplate to be 
screwed to floor

Freestanding or screwed 
to the floor, with a sliding 
tabletop fitting or without, 
fixed height or height adjustable –
the StarLine product family
has all the options covered.



KESSEBÖHMER STARLINE

with tabletop sliding function

incl. 90° rotate function

Fixed post

with small foot plate

(to screw down to floor)

Height: 700 mm (without tabletop)

Weight: 9.4 kg

250/250 mm slide distance

Art. no.: 118130901 9006

StarLine SVK

with tabletop sliding function

incl. 90° rotate function

Height-adjustable post

with small foot plate

(to screw down to floor)

Lift height: 340–700 mm (without tabletop)

Weight: 10.5 kg

250/250 mm slide distance

Art. no.: 118110901 9006

330/250 mm slide distance

Art. no.: 118111901 9006

StarLine HVK

Height-adjustable post

with large foot plate

(cannot be screwed down)

Lift height: 315–675 mm

(without tabletop)

Weight: 10.0 kg

Without floor plate

Art. no.: 118101901 9006

With floor plate

Art. no.: 118102901 9006

StarLine HPG

Height-adjustable post

with small foot plate

(screws to floor)

Lift height: 310–670 mm 

(without tabletop)

Weight: 6.7 kg

Art. no: 118100901 9006

StarLine HPK



Manufacturer: Kesseböhmer GmbH
Tobelwasen 5 | 73235 Weilheim
Tel. +49 (70 23) 108-0
info@kesseboehmer.de

Distribution: FAWO GmbH Fahrzeugtechnik
Am Neuberg 10 | 55268 Nieder-Olm
Tel. +49 (61 36) 76 17-1
info@fawo.de | www.fawo.de starline.kesseboehmer.com

StarLine from  Kesseböhmer:

✸ Light weight

✸ High-end design

✸ Designer aluminium profile

✸ Patented* clamping system

✸ Optimised legroom

✸ Ultra-easy to use
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